1. Permits to install cabinets for storage of all documents and computer equipment.
2. All cabinets to be installed in the interior walls per借用现有框架。(借用现有框架)
3. All cabinets to be installed in the interior walls per借用现有框架。(借用现有框架)
4. Upper cabinets to be installed within the interior walls per借用现有框架。(借用现有框架)
5. Upper cabinets to be installed within the interior walls per借用现有框架。(借用现有框架)
6. Field verify all openings to accept cutouts for electrical outlets. Openings for electrical outlets must be cut in accordance with the plans and specifications.
7. Field verify all openings to accept cutouts for electrical outlets. Openings for electrical outlets must be cut in accordance with the plans and specifications.
8. Installation of all electrical outlets, switches, and receptacles must be performed by a licensed electrician.
9. All electrical outlets, switches, and receptacles must be installed in accordance with the National Electrical Code and local building codes.
10. Provide for the installation of all electrical outlets, switches, and receptacles. Installation must be performed by a licensed electrician and in accordance with the National Electrical Code and local building codes.

Sheet Notes:

11. Base cabinets are 24" deep except as noted otherwise. Upper cabinets are 12" clear inside depth except as noted otherwise.
12. Field verify all overall room/space dimensions. Field verify all overall room/space dimensions.
13. Cabinets subcontractor to field drill up to 2" diameter holes per knee space for electrical cord and access to outlets/receptacles below countertops in locations directed by owner. Cabinets subcontractor to field drill up to 2" diameter holes per knee space for electrical cord and access to outlets/receptacles below countertops in locations directed by owner.
14. All penetrations/holes in finished countertops to be tightly fitted with plastic grommet inserts. (Electrical access, trash holes, etc.)
15. Contractor is responsible for bracing, blocking, fabrication details, etc. associated with proper assembly and installation of cabinets/cabinetry.
16. Provide "full" bullnose corners at all countertops.
17. Provide locks on all drawers and doors in cabinets.
18. Refer to finish schedule for finishes of all door and window frames.